Mallinckrodt Turf Products introduces Vitalon, a turf and ornamentals foliar colorant, which consists of a water-based vinyl-acrylic preparation. According to the manufacturer, Vitalon color will last through a winter season, will not rub off or stain and is safe on all growing or dormant plants. It is non-flammable, harmless to humans and pets and odorless. Mallinckrodt will show again the Spray-Hawk mobile turf sprayer, first introduced in 1967.

Stauffer Chemical Company makes Princess Betasan, a pre-mergience herbicide for crabgrass and Poa annua control, now approved for fall application, for the control of crabgrass the following spring and summer in either the liquid or the granular formulation.

Thuron Sprayer Mfg. Company makes a fiberglass sprayer tank called New Lark-100 Sprayer. The tank holds 100 gallons and has 40 GPM centrifugal pump with 50 psi pressure and 3hp engine. Both sprayer and boom can be adapted to fit any type of Truckster.

Accessories

Fore-Par Mfg. Company offers tee-to-green accessories. New this year are a greens flag, Quick Change, with built-in tubular swivel and a ball ejector practice green marker. The flag has a polyethylene tube sewn into the hoist portion. To change flags, the nut at the top of the pole is unscrewed, the flag slips off and is replaced with the new one. The Practice Green Marker is 28 inches high and is available in white with molded green numbers or in clear amber with white numbers. When the marker is raised, the ball ejects onto the putting green.

Gator Trailers Corp. is showing the Superintendent (model 211) utility trailer for off-highway use only. The trailer is 96 inches long, 54 inches wide, 8 inches high and has a cubic area of 24 cubic feet. Features include: solid steel axle, demountable hubs, tilt bed, chain bed to tongue lock, a winch with poly line and snap hook. Price: $205 f.o.b. Jacksonville.

E-Z-Go Car Division offers the GT-7 truck, which has as standard equipment, double seats with backrests, automotive steering, corrosive resistant dump body, trailer hitch, dual headlights, oil pressure indicator and fuel gauge. Options include a ramp loader, spray boom, seed spreader and fiberglass cab.

Gravely is showing two commercial tractors, the Commercial-10A and Gravely-430 Commercial. The Commercial-10A can be ridden or walked and features an all-gear and steel shaft drive and instant controls. New highlights are a self-cleaning feature on the air cooling system, improved balance, larger tires, rear hitch, which makes attaching implements simpler, increased torque, improved clutch. The Gravely-430, a 12 hp riding tractor, has an all-gear drive and steel shaft, extra large gas tank, and three-lamp headlights. Optional are the summer surrey and winter cab.

Vandermolen Export Company introduces the Diadem Fertilizer Spreader, model K600, which features a 1,600-pound capacity conical hopper. It also has a centrifugal spinner capable of spreading powder, seeds and granular fertilizer in a 50-foot swath. The width of the spread can be set from 3 to 32 feet. Coverage can be regulated from 4 pounds to 2,600 pounds.

Smithco, Inc., introduces the Ranger-23, an enlarged model of the Red Rider mobile work cart, but with extra features. The three seat vehicle has a rated capacity of 23 cubic feet, a heavy-gauge steel ramp loading tailgate. The carrier floor is 8 inches from the ground. Powered by an 8hp engine, cart runs on a friction clutch.